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UNITED STATES PATENT OR'H'ICE. 
ISAAC RICH, OF' MANOHE}STH}R, CONNECTICUT, ASSIGNOR TO S. C. ARNOLD, OF SAME} PTACH}, 

INSTRUMENT TEO]R, I']RTMMTING THE; ETOGES OF BOOT AINTO SHOTE SOTES. 

Specification of Tetters Patent No. 22, 102, dated November 16, 1858. 

1? dll ?ph0m ?t ?md?/ c0mc?rm: 
Be it known that, I, ISAAC RTCH. of Man 

chester, county of Hartford, and State of 
Connecticut, ha.we invented certain neW and 
useful Improvements in Instruments for 
Trimming the Soles of Boots and Shoes; 
and I do hereby declare that the Same is de 
Scribed and represented in the folloWing 
Specification and draWings; and to enable 
Others skilled in the art, to make and use 
the same I will proceed to describe the con 
struction and Operation, referring to the 
drawings, in which the same letters indicate ?? .. like parts in each of the figures, 
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The mature of this improvement consistS 
in constructing a cutting instrument in Such 
a manner as that a boot or shoe Sole may be 
trimmed with more or leSS projection. True 
With the form of the boot, or shoe, and Will 
also avoid the liability of otherwise cutting 
the upper leather. 

In the accompanying drawingS A is the 
handle. 
B, is a guard. 
C, is the knife. 
D, is the Sliding gage. 

F) R^ are the set ScreWS. 
F', is a grOOwe in the Shiding gage 1), foI' 

the SCreW B”. 
G, is a groOwe, in which the end of the 

knife H, mowes and is steadied. 
The knife C, is secured in the sliding gage 

ID, by the Set ScreW E0, and may be adjusted, 
as desired by the Set SCreW E. 
The advantage derived by this instrument, 

Ower the ordinary mode of trimming with a 
shoe knife will readily be seen. The Work 
man will perform greater amount of work 
therewith in a given time. The sole will be 
more tI'tle and symmetrical with the boot Or 
shoe and all danger of cutting the upper 
|leather is remowed. 
What I claim therefore and desire to Se 

cure by Letters Patent is, 
The within described instrument fo]' trim 

naming the Soles of bootS and Shoes, consist 
ing of the handle A. guard B. knife C, and 
sliding gage ID. 

TSAAC} ]RICH. 
Witnesses : 

FDWARD M. BLISS, 
JERIgArY Br,ISS. 
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